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Hamatara Emet: The Interdisciplinary Science and Consciousness Institute - ID:
55585

Type of Funding Request: Online Funding Inquiry
Status of this Funding Request: Draft/Saved

 

Instructions:

This PDF document is a read-only version of your funding request as it currently stands.  You may print or save this document for your
records.  However, you should not attempt to edit this document. Any edits made to this PDF will not be saved in the Templeton Portal. If
there are further edits that you would like to make to your funding request, please return to the request inside the Templeton Portal, select
the appropriate section(s) of the form, make your edits, and save your work.  After saving your work in the portal you will be able to
generate a new PDF version of the funding request that includes your recent edits.

When you are satisfied with your description of the proposed project, you may go to the Templeton Portal to submit your request.  Please
note that all requests must be submitted through the Templeton Portal and the Foundation will not accept this PDF as a valid
application for funding.

After submitting your request, it will become read-only and you will not be able to make any additional edits.
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Funding Request Info

Request Type

Request Type: Core Funding Area (JTF's full range of grantmaking areas)

Core Area: Unsure

What prompted you to request funding from the John Templeton Foundation?: The Foundation’s website

Application Country: Israel
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Project

Project title: Hamatara Emet: The Interdisciplinary Science and Consciousness Institute

Executive Summary: 

A possible impact of a spiritual reality on the visible world is rarely considered in the mainstream scientific establishment. There are,
however, researchers who challenge these conservative views. 

We have recently established a new science and consciousness research institute aiming to group together all open-minded rigorous
scientists, intellectuals and clergymen. This will lead to the formation of many integrated multidisciplinary scientific collaborations
investigating the core questions while being free from any preliminary assumptions. 

The funding is requested to create a virtual space that provides a fruitful environment for raising and discussing new ideas and forming
international teams in various research areas, and for financing groups with novel ideas potentially solving basic riddles of the universe. 

We expect that within a few years the institution includes ten thousands researchers, publish hundreds papers per year in leading journals
and organize annual large conventions as well as smaller meetings.

We anticipate that new spiritual and scientific knowledge is carefully integrated; a paradigm shift within the academy emerges and a deeper
understanding of both material and spiritual realities that significantly impacts our society is gained.

Project Description: 

The association “Hamatara Emet” has recently been established in Israel. The words "Hamatara Emet" mean "aiming for truth". We believe
that in our quest for truth humanity must integrate its scientific knowledge with the spiritual wisdom.

As for now the institution includes 70 researchers from multiple disciplines, among them 13 are professors, 31 hold doctoral degrees and 9
are rabbis and the numbers are rapidly growing. We have Physicists, Chemists, Biologists, Mathematicians, Engineers and MDs as well as
Psychologists, Philosophers and Rabbis. The institute was initiated by Rabbi E. Greenboim who is currently acting as its CEO, and by Dr.
A. Retter. Prof. D. Aurbach is currently acting as the head of its board. Some of the other scientists are among the leading researchers in the
world in their fields.

Mainstream science assumes that there is no spiritual essence involved in the universe. Open minded researchers who try different
directions and do unusual research face difficulties investigating, publishing and promoting their groundbreaking ideas. So far, they have
been working as individuals, who confront a wealthy, massive and conservative science system. 

We have started establishing an international organization that gathers all these scientists, intellectuals and clergymen. The aim is to
legitimate such novel research and to make a change in the academic atmosphere. Our goal is forming successful research groups using
coordinators, mutual help, brainstorming, and colleague criticisms as well as financing novel works. We also intend bringing together these
scientists through local and international conferences.

The institute is planning to explore whether there is a spiritual factor involved in the creation of the universe, its maintenance, life formation
and evolution. Can science really confirm the existence of a divine force, and say anything about its nature? Can physical reality be created
from and influenced by a non-physical origin? Are there any truths in ancient human traditions, and are they agree with all science fields. 

We would also like to explore the questions: "Does Space-Time quantization emerge both from ancient philosophies and from modern
physics? If so, can build from this integration of philosophical and mathematical concepts new mathematical tools, from which new Physics
rises.

The institution will be managed through the internet and will demand minor facilities. We will maintain a website that host scientific
communities and research groups relating to the basic questions. We intend to build the largest concentration in the world of researchers
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who are open minded on one hand and keep high levels of scientific standards and criticism on the other hand. We will reassess existing
scientific knowledge and check original works, which have been neglected so far. We believe that the combination of science and
spiritualism is a winning key to novel scientific revolutions. Note that greatest scientific revolutions came after reconsidering existing basic
concepts.  

Several scientific coordinators with high research records will monitor the scientific quality of the content and the debates on the website,
but without censoring unusual ideas. They will link between different members that share a similar interest and encourage them to
cooperate and to assist each other. In addition, researches who propose major breakthroughs regarding our core questions will be partially
or fully funded by the institute.

The peer reviewed papers will be uploaded on the institute website for colleague's referral, and then submitted to scientific journals. The
most significant papers will be press released and published as popular books. Any publication will be subject to open scientific debate in
the institution website. As part of our activities we will also organize an annual large convention relating to our core questions for members
and guests as well as smaller meetings every couple months.

Project Description Attachment: 

Project Relationship to Previous Grants: No

Strategic Promise: 

Centuries ago modern science was born in a spiritual environment, which was sometimes hostile. Its separation from spirituality was thus
natural. This soon became an ideology, which still dominates mainstream scientific institutions today. The scientific method itself has
produced many findings that seem to agree with ancient spiritual knowledge, but these were ignored by most researchers. Many individual
scientists are struggling alone against the conservative academic views while others dare not publish their insights. With a relatively simple
coordination and funding effort our association can organize these scientists, start changing the academic atmosphere and freeing the
scientific community from its chains.

Concentrating thousands of analytic researchers who are open minded on one hand, but obey high level of scientific standards and criticism
on the other hand, can lead to historical scientific revolutions of the order of Quantum Mechanics and General Relativity.

Capacity for Success: 

The institute combines world leading scientists with people with proven management and administrative capabilities. The initiator of the
association, Rabbi E. Greenboim, held a position of Education Section Manager in the city of Beit Shemesh (100,000 citizens) for several
years and raised a hundred million dollars for construction of new education buildings. From word of mouth, within 3 months we have
gathered 70 researchers who have published numerous papers in refereed journals. In example, Prof. D. Aurbach, who leads one of the
largest research groups in the world, was awarded 25 prestigious prizes and published 425 papers; Prof. M. Trop was the head of
Ben-Gurion U. nutrition laboratory, and Prof. E. Rips was awarded two prestigious prizes for his exceptional mathematical discoveries. It
seems that there is a strong demand for such an organization from bold scientists who face the walls of the conservative academy. Several
members were even thrilled to hear about the institute.

Expected Outputs: 

1. An international and interdisciplinary virtual space for researches to exchange and discuss their ideas and theories with experts, receive
professional guidance and coordination from scientific coordinators, get their articles peer reviewed without prejudice and create new
scientific and spiritual cooperations.

2. Formation of the largest concentration in the world of researchers who are open minded, but obey high level of scientific standards.

3. Publication of several tens or hundreds novel papers in world leading journals in various fields every year. 
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4. Formation of excellent scientific groups among the large mass of researches. They will lead to significant scientific breakthroughs.

5. Annual large conventions as well as frequent smaller conferences of science and consciousness.

Expected Outcomes: 

The public announcement of our association together with its respectable and reliable list of members will impact the general atmosphere.
Around the globe scientists will feel that they should no longer be afraid of revealing spiritual theories and findings. The public will
discover that science does not necessarily contradict spirituality. Enthusiasm will arise and people will begin to feel that humanity is on the
edge of a conceptual revolution. As a result, the quest for spiritual knowledge will gradually be enhanced.

The publication of high-quality integrated scientific and spiritual researches on an unprecedented scale will produce many new discoveries
in both material and spiritual fields. We expect that these discoveries will be applied  in new technologies, in new methods of management
and forms of social organizations that utilizes the wisdom of the crowd, in integrated physiological and medical soul-mind treatments and
in new methods of scientific research.

Enduring Impact: 

The project will generate a deep understanding of the connection between spiritual and physical realities. Universal spiritual knowledge that
was given to humanity all along its history by various traditions will finally be validated and scientifically understood. 

Religions are constantly in dispute among different societies. Science on the other hand is respected by most people due to its amazing
technological achievements. Science thus acts as a bridge between religions and cultures. As such, it has the power to unify humanity under
certain universal truths. A scientific validation of spiritual knowledge will hence have an unprecedented culture crossing effect. Throughout
the history of mankind, the most fundamental voice of spiritualism was a message of peace, morality, mutual respect and mutual
dependence. Scientifically validating this message will enhance its application in our societies and we will all benefit from it.

Currency: US dollars

Request Amount: 8100000

Total Project Amount: 20000000

Additional Funding from Other Sources: 

We intend to apply to the Wolfson and Wenner-Gren Foundations and explore possible other funds. We contacted an agency with
specialties in mapping funds around the globe. We are negotiating with 5 professional fundraisers. The terms have been fixed with one of
them, and he has already started this task. We intend to raise donations from the public through newspapers, internet etc. The institute
collects an annual fee from members. We plan raising money from governmental and local funds, in which we have strong connections.
After the institute reaches some critical mass we plan collecting money from dedicated advertisements in its website.

The funding from the Templeton Foundation is requested for the first steps of the institute.  A strong funding support will help us build this
operation and make it attractive for scientists. We believe that in the future the institution would be capable of financing itself from grants,
governmental funds, donations, patents, advertisements etc.

Proposed Project Start Date: 01/01/2014

Proposed Project End Date: 12/31/2016

Relation to Sir John Templeton's Donor Intent: 
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This project naturally matches with Sir Templeton's vision. It was initiated due to the lack of scientific freedom in mainstream institutions.
Sir Templeton mentioned that it is a common unfortunate habit of groups in power to try to stifle free creativity and to enforce drab
conformity and uniformity. Like sir Templeton we believe that freedom is the key for progress and prosperity. Our first goal is to create an
environment for open-minded scientists, an environment in which pure science is practiced without preliminary assumptions.

We offer an unprecedented integration between scientific and spiritual knowledge that will affect the entire society. As sir Templeton
wished, our ultimate audience is the whole humanity. The effect of our activity will indeed help every man and woman to acquire a passion
for humble discovery, including findings about God and his purposes.
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Personnel

Primary Contact Information
Prefix: Dr.

First Name/Given Name: Alon

Middle Names: 

Last Name, Family Name, or Surname: Retter

Suffix: 

Title: 

E-mail: alonretter@gmail.com

Phone Number: 972-50-7225629

Project Leader

Project Leader Status: The Project Leader is different than the Primary Contact

Project Leader Contact Information
Prefix: Professor

First Name/Given Name: Doron

Middle Names: 

Last Name, Family Name, or Surname: Aurbach

Suffix: 

Title: Associate Professor

E-mail: aurbach@mail.biu.ac.il

Phone Number: 972-3-531-8317

Project Leader’s CV/Resume Upload: aurbach CV December  2013.doc

Project Co-Leader

Project Co-Leader Status: There is no Project Co-Leader for this request
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Personnel Relationship to JTF: No

Additional Request Contact Name(s): 

History with the Foundation: 

We have no history with the foundation.
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Organization

Organization Name: Hamatara Emet: The Interdisciplinary Science and Consciousness Institute

Also Known As: 

Organization Country: Israel

Web Address: http://www.en.hamataraemet.org

Funding Relationship with Templeton entities: No
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